Newly Released Mobile Travel Apps for New Zealand
Vacations

Tourism Radio NZ Limited has recently released new smart phone applications specialised for iPhones and Androids that make travelling through New
Zealand and visiting all the top attractions and sites even simpler. These apps can be quickly be uploaded to discover the beauty and rich culture New
Zealand has to offer. This tourism company is the trusted provider of a personal radio guide that acts as a travel buddy broadcasting over 2,000 sites
of interests to explorers throughout New Zealand and is proud to now extend its trusted services to mobile devices with their NZ Travel Guide.

The newly introduced the NZ Travel Guide, specially created for Android phone users, provides travellers with a plethora of information and top
points of interest about the two beautiful islands of New Zealand. From the beautiful city also fondly known as the ‘City of Sails’ which embodies a rich
culture and is surrounded by untamed coastlines to the jagged teeth of the infamous Milford Sound where waterfalls roll from towering peaks; this app
will guide you along the way colouring in your excursion with interesting facts and travel tips. Explore famous black sand beaches and thick forest
where silver ferns brush the shaded floor with the guidance of this mobile app or find your way around friendly New Zealand cities and towns. This app
can be bought from Google Play and with a simple installation you will gain access to a detailed map of New Zealand area along with a unique “Take
Me There” feature. This feature uses the inbuilt map in your phone to reveal direction to any point of interest. A category filter makes finding top hot
spots easy and exploring New Zealand is made easy with such intelligence right at your fingertips.

Are you an iPhone user? Not to worry, there has been the NZ Travel Guide app created specifically for such users. The Tourism Radio Audio NZ
Travel Guide is packed with audio, images, text and contact details for over 1,100 points of interest around New Zealand. This app’s smart technology
acts almost like having a personal travel guide by your side. This app allows you to fully get lost in New Zealand as it doesn’t require an internet
connection once it is downloaded to your phone and there is no need to worry about excessive data costs. With information on Maori culture,
spectacular sightseeing, top eats, comfortable accommodation and more this app allows travellers to explore the country at their own pace without
missing any treasure this beautiful country holds.
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